CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 72

The Answer Is Already Within!

All that you need you already have. 1Kings 17: 8-16. KJV. When Elijah was directed by God to go to Zarephath he found a woman who was about to cook her last meal & - as she thought - die but the man of God said obey the Lord & do as I tell you for all that you need you already have, it lies within your circumstances & the barrel of meal will not waste away until the drought is finished & the rains return. "The jar of meal was not spent nor did the bottle of oil fail, according to the word which the Lord spoke through Elijah." 1Kings 17:16. Amplified. God is always ready to intervene in what we think are the most difficult of circumstances & change the situation if we will only turn to Him, I say our God is always & ready at hand. The solution of course is to turn to Him! Where? The Kingdom of God is within you, our salvation lies within each & every one of us. There is an indescribable secret place within yourself where indescribable grace abounds if you will dare to believe it & act on it you can experience that which is already yours, your very own TRUE identity. Salvation comes from within for that is where God is in every man. The scripture does not lie, for if we will use faith which is as a further to hope it will work as a number of our great forerunners have shown us. Persistence is also something that God is well in favour of. Hear the encouragement to those of us who will use persistence in faith.

"And He also spoke a parable to them to teach it is always right to pray, and not to faint, saying, A certain judge was in a certain city, not fearing God, nor respecting man. And a widow was in that city, And she came to Him, saying, Avenge me of my adversary. And he would not do so for a time. But afterward he said within himself, Though I do not fear God nor regard man, yet because this widow troubles me, I will avenge her, that she not wear me down in the end. And the Lord said, Hear what the unjust judge says. And shall not God avenge His own elect who cry day and night to Him, though He has been long-suffering over them? I say to you that He will avenge them speedily. Yet when the Son of Man comes, shall He find faith on the earth?" Luke 18:1-9. MKJV. The following would also encourage us.

"And Jesus, replying, said to them, Have faith in God [constantly]. Truly I tell you, whoever says to this mountain, Be lifted up and thrown into the sea! and does not doubt at all in his heart but believes that what he says will take place, it will be done for him. For this reason I am telling you, whatever you ask for in prayer, believe (trust and be confident) that it is granted to you, and you will [get it]. And whenever you stand praying, if you have anything against anyone, forgive him and let it drop (leave it, let it go), in order that your Father Who is in heaven may also forgive you your [own] failings and shortcomings and let them drop. But if you do not forgive, neither will your Father in heaven forgive your failings and shortcomings." Mark 11:22-26. Amplified. Please do not tell me that this is not for today or that the sons who are seeing the most holy place are exempt. The message of faith must not be a legalised condemning one, it is surely a liberating one, one of promise to the spiritual. The non-spiritual & those who mind the things of the flesh would want to turn their backs on the above & give up on it. Sometime back I was informed that the original King James version contained a footnote at the end of the third chapter of Genesis saying that the first three chapters of Genesis are a myth. There may be something to this but not quite the way that is fully truthful. As the book of Revelation is full of analogies & very little is to be taken literally. So it is with the first three chapters of the Bible, they are not in chronological order & if we try to make it so will miss much of the hidden & underlying truths that are contained there. As a matter of fact the real deep truths of the whole of the Bible are allegorical as it were. None of the deeper truths contained in the inspired word are myths, they are wonderful, glorious eternal truths of the true identity of man & who he really is. One great writer & example a teacher of the
past would give us this advice; **Become who you really are!** As it begins to further dawn on us regarding our TRUE IDENTITY, our other self, our lower self will begin to diminish but as one has said, the full story of man's return to his rightful state is never an easy one. Traditions & false understandings mainly instigated by those who would purport to have what they conceive to be truth are really great barriers to knowing our higher self; Which is the human spirit, clothed with soul, made from & in the form of God Himself. Our lower self is actually an illusion, & will eventually pass away; the higher self is divine & is in reality **The Christ** in man, & will never pass away. As one has written.

"Man will fully regain his lost estate, his heritage; but he must do it in a conflict that cannot be told in words."

**The Clouds Of Heaven!**

It is comforting to know that as the conflicts are raging on land & sea & seem to be getting worse, at their climax the Prince of Peace will once again stand above the clouds of heaven Dan 7:13. Mk 14:62. Rev 1:7. A good description for the clouds of heaven would be the "**Host of Heaven**" as it is referring to a group of people. Here once again we are looking at the hidden analogies. Where it tells us in Acts 1:11, "shall so come in like manner as ye have seen Him go into heaven" KJV. Please notice it does not say like form. The word manner is from the word tropos which means [style variation turning.] Strongs # 5157 & 9. Interestingly the same word is used in Mt 23:37, the words "even as a hen gathers her chickens under her wings" the words even as is from the same word tropos. I am sure that Jesus never meant us to think that He would literally gather real chickens under His wings, no this was a manner of speaking. So the like manner - as ye have seen Him go - is in the analogy of the clouds which represent the host of heaven, a people, His people. He will once again stand above the clouds of heaven & as the morning light comes from the east & shines unto the west; so shall be the coming of the age & the son of man. When things seem that they cannot get any worse this is when the grace of God will abound in such a way that there will come a prophesied, prepared change of government & this will begin the great move of the changing of the natural to the spiritual for there will be a Host of Heaven that will be born from a spiritual woman Rev 12: 2 & 5, who is clothed with the Sun of Righteousness Mal 4:2, & this one born will be the Host of Heaven or **The Clouds Of Heaven** that will bring the full change from the earthly realm to the heavenly, from the natural to the spiritual.

**If It Be Thy Will?**

Our thought is that as believers do any of us have the right to pray "if it is your will" concerning healing. I am taking the liberty of quoting from & using thoughts from a sermon preached by John G. Lake. Mahatma Ghandi who was a very good friend of John Lake said this. "Dr Lakes teachings will eventually be accepted by the entire world." Andrew Murray had this to say regarding John Lake "This man reveals more of God than any other man in Africa."

"And it came to pass, that, as he was praying in a certain place, when he ceased, one of his disciples said unto him, Lord, teach us to pray, as John also taught his disciples. And he said unto them, When ye pray, say, Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done, as in heaven, so in earth. Give us day by day our daily bread. And forgive us our sins; for we also forgive every one that is indebted to us. And lead us not into temptation; but deliver us from evil." Luke 11:1-4. KJV.

Please notice that the words "thy will be done" have a comma following & then an explanation following that comma. The clear explanation is "as it is in heaven so it will be done in earth." What is the will of God for us in "heavenly places?" Would it be deliverance, the opening of the prison doors, health, forgiveness, the full application of the atonement, the overcoming of the natural mind & its way of thinking & tendencies? Not forgetting also that God has also "devised means that His banished be not expelled from Him." 2 Sam 14:14, Lam 2:14. KJV. Thy will be done would of course incorporate the taking advantage of His proviso which is to "forget not ALL of His benefits; who forgives ALL your iniquities; who heals ALL your diseases;" Psa 103:2-3. MKJV. It is too easy to forget the necessity of taking the advantage of faith & persistence that is our inheritance; it requires an element that is outside
of our natural way of understanding. Natural reasoning is & always will be opposed to the realm of faith, no matter how reasonable it may seem. Hear what the Amplified has to say regarding this.

"But the natural, non-spiritual man does not accept or welcome or admit into his heart the gifts and teachings and revelations of the Spirit of God, for they are folly (meaningless nonsense) to him; and he is incapable of knowing them [of progressively recognizing, understanding, and becoming better acquainted with them] because they are spiritually discerned and estimated and appreciated. 15 But the spiritual man tries all things [he examines, investigates, inquires into, questions, and discerns all things], yet is himself to be put on trial and judged by no one [he can read the meaning of everything, but no one can properly discern or appraise or get an insight into him]." 1 Co 2:14-15. Amplified.

It is in no way part of the truth of the equation in considering the statement "If it be thy will" to the spiritual man. To the man who understands in that what has already been gifted in & by the atonement there is no alternative it is a done deal which was accomplished at Calvary. I found out many years ago that exposure to the truths of the written word always brought results & that included healing-s & miracles. One instance includes a friend who was a trained nurse had pronounced dead a woman in our assembly who actually took an attack during a service, as I rushed into the assembly & had every one take authority by faith she was brought back to life. It is the word even Jesus Christ who did the work. Any man who would try to take any credit for the work of God will very quickly be brought down to size, this I have actually witnessed. Having said that as one has stated. "Silence is worse; all truths that are kept silent become poisonous." Jeremiah would also attest to this.

"as if there were a burning fire shut up in my bones. And I am weary of enduring and holding it in; I cannot [contain it any longer]." Jer 20:9b. Amp.

The provision that Jesus Christ has provided in the atonement for all has never abated. It has never been & it never shall be "if it be thy will." as far Ps 103:3 & Matt 12:15 is concerned. The real question is are we willing to accept the spiritual man in our wonderful true Christ identity above & opposed to the natural man. A human being is never immortal or spiritual. One of the problems that I see is that the body of Christ is not to be viewed in any way in the natural as the true identity Christ within us can never be in any way likened to the natural man. It is not foolish to tell ourselves or others that the human sense of self which is to die, has within them their true reality, the Christ reality that is a spiritual divine entity. The spiritual Christ in all of us is one and only one, it may yet be hard for some of us to yet understand, but as God who is one & consists of the Father, Mother & Son element & yet are completely & wholly only one, we must realise that this cannot be conceived in or with our natural mind or our natural selves. So it can only be in the body of Christ that we are intrinsically & spiritually one.

Did God ever create any law, any being, any power, or anything any where that God could destroy or oppose His spiritual creation? No the infinity of God eliminated all possibility of ever having created anything destructive to Himself which of course includes His own Habitation, His clones as it were as there is no other creator or creative principle. The following is a quote from the pen of John G, Lake.

"People look in amazement in these days when God answers prayer for a soul. A week ago last week my dear wife and I went down to pray for a soul on the Fort Wright line, a Mrs McFarland. She is going to be here one of these days to give her testimony. Ten years ago a tree fell on her and broke her back. She became paralyzed, and for ten years she has been in a wheelchair, her limbs swollen, and her feet a great senseless lump that hangs down useless. She says many preachers have visited her in these years, and they have told her to be reconciled to the will of God, to sit still and suffer longer. She said, "Oh I would not mind walking; if the pain would just stop for a little while, it would be so good." We lovingly laid our hands upon her and prayed. You say, "Did you pray, 'If it be thy will'?" No! You bet I did not, but I laid my hand upon that dear soul and prayed...... Something happened. Life began to flow into her being, and the pain left. In a little while she discovered that power was coming back into her body. She called me up the other day and said, "Oh such a wonderful thing has taken place. This morning in bed I could get up on my hands & knees. Poor soul, she called in her neighbours and relatives because she could get on her hands and knees in bed.

Do you know you have painted Jesus Christ as a man without a soul? You have painted God to the world as a tyrant. On the other hand, He is reaching out His hands in love to stricken mankind desiring to
lift them up. But He has put the whole responsibility of the whole matter on you and me. That question of the WILL OF GOD was everlastingly settled long ago – eternally settled – no question about the will of God. The redemption of Jesus Christ was an uttermost redemption, to the last need of the human heart, bless God, for body, for soul, for spirit. He is a Christ and Savior even to the uttermost. Blessed be His name. Who shall dare to raise a limit to the accomplishment of faith through Jesus Christ? I am glad the tendency is to take down the barriers and let all the faith of your heart go out to God for every man and for every condition of life, to let the love of God flow out of your soul to every hungry soul. Instead of praying, "Lord if it be thy will" when you kneel beside your sick friend, Jesus Christ has commanded you and every believer, lay your hands on the sick. This is not my ministry nor my brethren's only. It is the ministry of every believer. And if your ministers do not believe it, God have mercy on them; and if your churches do not believe it, God have mercy on them." The below is a further excerpt.

"The triumph of the gospel is enough to make any man the wildest kind of an enthusiastic optimist. The unifying of the nature of God and man is the crowning achievement of Jesus Christ. The reason for the cross was thus revealed, man in God and God in man, one spirit, one purpose, one effort, one power and one glory."

If Sickness Was A Reality It Could Never Be Cured!

In other words if sickness was anything more than part & parcel of the natural, mortal, dying realm it would have a power that nothing could change or resist.

One has said "if we insist in holding on to the belief & reality of two powers we shall surely die." Whilst we are still holding fast to Gen 2:17 we will still be of the perception that sickness has power over us. The dying would mean that until an enlightenment we would stay dead to the full reality of the most holy place spiritual understandings. Now of course there will be some that at the moment would find it hard to agree with what we are declaring, but remember this we are not on an automatic elevator, we are climbing the stairs one at a time & of course this takes time & patience. But as I see it once we receive that enlightenment - seemingly contra-wise - we realise that we are already there & have been not only since before the foundation of the world, but especially since the finished work of the cross & the resurrection which brought us into this present new testament era which then eventually proceeded gradually bring all men into the third day or the salvation to be revealed at the end-time or last era. 1Pet 1:5. This what we are referring to is & has always been a part of us & in us since our awareness of existence. We have always been a part of the Most High and Holy One, not only of Israel, but He in truth is the Holy One in & of every man that has ever existed. Because at the moment the majority have not yet come into this realisation does not alter or undo the fact that it is so!!

So sickness need not be part & parcel of our reality today as the whole of our being was completely accounted for even at Calvary, soul, spirit & body. The angels, the masters & those that have proceeded us are all cheering us on, remember this that the further you march ahead & the higher you rise the less you will find that will agree with you flesh wise, the good side of this is that it will bring out the mettle in us & the true mettle is the indestructible gold that is being purified in all of us. Please do not think that I would even dare to profess perfection in myself far from it, but I do not deny the fact that this Christ perfection is my goal & I have only ONE that is my true example even Jesus Christ who is perfection. This is how I come by the perfection that I have even now, & is mine along with the gift of His righteousness His purity His power His faith. This is the reality of Christ as opposed as opposed to the mortal fleshly so called reality of this world.

Jehovah Rapha The Everlasting Redemptive Name Of God!

"And said, If thou wilt diligently hearken to the voice of the LORD thy God, and wilt do that which is right in his sight, and wilt give ear to his commandments, and keep all his statutes, I will put none of these diseases upon thee, which I have brought upon the Egyptians: for I am the LORD that healeth thee." Exo 15:26. KJV. Which 'I have brought upon the Egyptians' is not really that He is seeking out the Egyptians & deliberately making them sick any more than in today's world that Jesus is seeking out unbelievers to put a sickness upon them. Christ in today's world would want all to know that there is an antidote, an atonement provided to all by faith by the everlasting name of Jehovah Rapha of the O.T
which is still in vogue by the mighty Lord God IN the one & only Saviour even Jesus Christ. The whole reason for our existence in this present evil world is that we would seek out by faith the person & presence of Christ in this realm of disobedience that we have been lowered into. "For God has consigned (penned up) all men to disobedience, only that He may have mercy on them all [alike]." Rom 11:32. Amp.

"For God has shut up all in unbelief, so that He might show mercy to all. O the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of God! How unsearchable are His judgments, and His ways past finding out!" Rom 11:32-33. MKJV.

I iterate we have ALL been consigned penned up into this realm of disobedience so in & by His drawing & our responding in seeking Him out we claim by faith all of that which we have been promised which would include the cure from ALL SICKNESS.

This Ex 15:26 verse even though it be O.T. The name is present tense, as are all of God's redemptive names & healing promises. The words I am the Lord that healeth thee incorporate the everlasting redemptive name of Jehovah Rapha. Which of course incorporates God's healing redemptive nature.

# H7495 râphâ' râphâ' raw-faw', raw-faw' A primitive root; properly to mend (by stitching), that is, (figuratively) to cure: - cure, (cause to) heal, physician, repair, thoroughly, make whole. See H7503.
In short no man has any right to change or take away from God's redemptive nature whether it be old or new testament.

The above verse is actually saying. I want you to know me as the GOD THAT HEALS ALL OF YOUR DISEASES. If this was the nature of God in the old testament, how much more would this apply through the sacrifice & the atonement given by & through Jesus Christ in the new testament. As far as God was concerned it was always in the plan of God that healing through faith in His name - nature - was a vital part of the plan of God. In the time of Moses O.T there was not one sick or feeble one among them. Are we in our thinking, by our actions saying to ourselves that the redemption is any less in the new testament part of the plan of God. In the time of Moses O.T there was not one sick or feeble one among them. Are we in our thinking, by our actions saying to ourselves that the redemption is any less in the new testament through Jesus than that in the old covenant through Moses under the law. If we do please read carefully the following verses.

"But if the ministration of death, written and en-graven in stones, was glorious, so that the children of Israel could not steadfastly behold the face of Moses for the glory of his countenance; which glory was to be done away: How shall not the ministration of the spirit be rather glorious? For if the ministration of condemnation be glory, much more doth the ministration of righteousness exceed in glory. For even that which was made glorious had no glory in this respect, by reason of the glory that excelleth. For if that which is done away was glorious, much more that which remaineth is glorious. Seeing then that we have such hope, we use great plainness of speech: And not as Moses, which put a vail over his face, that the children of Israel could not stedfastly look to the end of that which is abolished: But their minds were blinded: for until this day remaineth the same vail untaken away in the reading of the old testament; which vail is done away in Christ. But even unto this day, when Moses is read, the vail is upon their heart. Nevertheless when it shall turn to the Lord, the vail shall be taken away. Now the Lord is that Spirit: and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty. But we all, with open face beholding as in a glass the Lord, are changed into the same image from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord." 2Co 3:7-18. KJV. The words much more are mentioned twice in the above reading. Much more, where? In Christ, within our Christ identity. The answer is already within ourselves, this is the true & high glory of the Christ within our Most Holy Place which far outweighs the ministry & results of Moses which was the ministry of condemnation.

The Ministry Of Condemnation!

This is to those who have in the past & are maybe even now are experiencing a condemnation in your spirits be it from whatever source. "For God did not send His Son into the world to condemn the world, but so that the world might be saved through Him." John 3:17. MKJV. Conviction is from the spirit, condemnation is never from God, it is from man, from the flesh man, the natural man who is our adversary. One has well said the greatest devil we will ever find is the one between our shoulders. "because if our heart condemn us, God is greater than our heart, and knows all things." 1Jn 3:20. ASV.
Forgiveness would also oppose condemnation. "If we would all learn not to judge until we are free from faults and failings, the world would soon forget the meaning of the word accused." Mt 7:3-4.

"Who shall ever separate us from Christ's love? Shall suffering and affliction and tribulation? Or calamity and distress? Or persecution or hunger or destitution or peril or sword? Even as it is written, For Thy sake we are put to death all the day long: we are regarded and counted as sheep for the slaughter." Rom 8:35-36. Amplified. Regardless of the afflictions, tribulations & calamities that we all endure our Great God uses all of these things for our purifying & edifying as the following verses would encourage us.

"And we know that to them that love God all things work together for good, even to them that are called according to his purpose. For whom he foreknew, he also foreordained to be conformed to the image of his Son, that he might be the first-born among many brethren: and whom he foreordained, them he also called: and whom he called, them he also justified: and whom he justified, them he also glorified. What then shall we say to these things? If God is for us, who is against us? He that spared not his own Son, but delivered him up for us all, how shall he not also with him freely give us all things?" Rom 8:28-32. ASV.

In further advancement of coming out from condemnation which is represented by Moses it is also in the realisation that by faith we have left behind our Ishmael. Just recently I felt to re-read Part 50 The End Of Sin! I saw something further than what I had previously, which incites me now mid stream to take a leap with a difference as I have re-revealed in the spirit, the importance of the difference between THE END OF SIN & the in part realm which of course is part law- part grace which is connected to the realm of appearances. Ishmael was no doubt the son of Abraham but he was not THE SPIRITUAL SON OF ABRAHAM he was not the son of faith, he was the son of impatience, a fleshly substitute – if you please – God will bless our Ishmael-s for a time & He will use them as far as He can as He understands our ignorance of the true perception of the END OF SIN. This can never be fully understood in the part law, part grace understanding. When we realise that "our transgressions, legal decrees and demands" having been nailed to the tree, our "Isaac" of faith has now appeared & has brought us to a much higher understanding, it is now time to drive out the lower substitute of understanding namely 'Ishmael' which entails the literal letter of the law, our Ishmael-s which do not represent the Most Holy Place of no more sin but that which can be seen in deeds of do good get good, do bad get beat, namely an in part concept. The in part fleshly believer cannot understand this but there are a people,"You should realize, then, that the real descendants of Abraham are the people who have faith." Gal 3:7. I repeat, God to a point will bless our Ishmael-s but when our true Isaac appears that is the time we need to drive out our Ishmael – substitute – for ever. "Are ye so foolish? having begun in the Spirit, are ye now perfected in the flesh?" Gal 3:3. ASV. The ministry of condemnation within our Christ reality never did exist & is well finished especially to those who have realised the reality of their Isaac. The solving to all of our queries is, that "The answer is already within." Contrary to popular opinion we are not now being judged by our actions in the flesh. "As far as from the east to the west so far has he removed our transgressions."

The Law Of Rituals!

"And all who depend on the Law [who are seeking to be justified by obedience to the Law of rituals] are under a curse and doomed to disappointment and destruction, for it is written in the Scriptures Cursed...be everyone who does not continue to abide (live and remain) by all the precepts and commands written in the Book of the Law and to practice them." Gal 3:10. Amp. This law of rituals is related to the realm of appearances. Which are also related to legal decrees & demands which have been nailed to the Cross & in our true inner reality we are completely finished with them. Our true reality in our Secret Place has nothing whatsoever to do with OUR performance, it has to do with our knowing, our faith. We need a separated consciousness, one that is completely separated from the sin consciousness of appearances & feelings. Once again we suggest most strongly that we need to drive out our Ishmael.

The secret place of the most High is in the realisation that there is no more sin or sin consciousness.
"Now it is evident that no person is justified (declared righteous and brought into right standing with God) through the Law, for the Scripture says, The man in right standing with God [the just, the righteous] shall live by and out of faith and he who through and by faith is declared righteous and in right standing with God shall live." Gal 3:11. Amp. No person is justified through the Law or even part law, for there is no difference as they are of the same account. Please understand that there is no part law part grace categories in the Most Holy Place within us, for us it is either the Law OR the grace of no more sin consciousness. To all those "end of sin consciousness" adherents there can be no compromise.

"But the Law does not rest on faith [does not require faith, has nothing to do with faith], for it itself says, He who does them [the things prescribed by the Law] shall live by them [not by faith]." Gal 3:12. Amp. The Law or part Law which the above is once again telling us is connected to the realm of appearances does not rest on or have to do with faith but works & deeds.

"Christ purchased our freedom [redeeming us] from the curse (doom) of the Law [and its condemnation] by [Himself] becoming a curse for us, for it is written [in the Scriptures], Cursed is everyone who hangs on a tree (is crucified);" Gal 3:13. Amp. We are now redeemed, released from any part of the Law, - realm of appearances, or striving to become better in our flesh life – this is all to do with works & deeds. "By the deeds of the law - or flesh life - shall no flesh be justified."

"To the end that through [their receiving] Christ Jesus, the blessing [promised] to Abraham might come upon the Gentiles, so that we through faith might [all] receive [the realization of] the promise of the [Holy] Spirit." Gal 3:14. Amp.

The promise to Abraham is Isaac which represents faith in the true seed & not Ishmael which is a substitute or a - do good get good - experience. Now to the Most Holy Place believer, who is attaining to the secret place of the Most High, the promise is a much higher place than the baptism of the Spirit. As we have mentioned before most of the Bible has hidden within itself that which relates to analogies & the most important analogy is related to the most holy place which is in the wonderful temple of God which is housed in every man. Now if we are still relating to our Ishmael God will bless that position until He brings us to the place that we realise that the true Most Holy Place faith cannot be used in that which is of the lesser - a substitute as it were – Ishmael can never represent the Most Holy Place of no more sin consciousness for as before said he is a substitute & pertains to judging what we do in the flesh. In the true end of sin consciousness we are no longer being judged by our actions in the flesh. I can imagine the reaction of some from here, no matter, this must be exposed & we must come to realise fully "that as far as the east is from the west so far has he removed our transgressions from us." This realisation can come only from within our Most Holy Place!!

"He brought me forth into a large place; He delivered me because He delighted in me." 2Sa 22:20. Amp.

Now we could labour the point & use a lot more texts from Galatians chapters 3&4 as they all apply but whilst reading today, these below verses seemed to say what I feel the spirit would impart to us right now.

"But now after you have known God, and, above all, are known of God, you turn again to those weak and poor principles, and you wish again to come under their bondage. You still observe days and months and times and years. - which represent the Law - I am afraid that perhaps I have labored among you in vain. My brethren, I beseech you, put yourself in my place; just as once I put myself in your place: You have not offended me at all." Gal 4:9-12. Lamsa. NT.

The astounding place that is being revealed right now is "not by might, not by power but by my spirit says God." The above verses are being applied in a third day understanding of the efficacy of what is the truth of that divinity that lies within us, & as we receive it, it is setting us completely free of any of our so called virtue we thought we had in the flesh which is, "wood, hay and stubble." which differs from "gold, silver and precious stones." which is already found within!

"According to the grace of God which is given unto me, as a wise master-builder, I have laid the foundation, and another buildeth thereon. But let every man take heed how he buildeth thereupon. For other foundation can no man lay than that is laid, which is Jesus Christ. Now if any man build upon
this foundation gold, silver, precious stones, wood, hay, stubble; Every man's work shall be made manifest: for the day shall declare it, because it shall be revealed by fire; and the fire shall try every man's work of what sort it is. If any man's work abide - which is faith in our true Isaac within - which he hath built thereupon, he shall receive a reward. If any man's work shall be burned, he shall suffer loss: but he himself shall be saved; yet so as by fire. Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you?'' 1Co 3:10-16. KJV.

This what we are sharing in this issue will never be understood other than in the most holy place within oneself, in a realm that is far, far different from the outer court or holy place, incidentally the original feast of Pentecost was eaten with leaven which in the new testament represents by a majority false doctrine.

Please do not think that I am the only one that is declaring this wonderful experience. On giving it some thought I now realise that others have come to the exact same conclusion in a far different way than I have but with the very same result. It is surely wonderful in knowing that all guilt & striving in & of the flesh is gone forever! Which also brings in the completeness of "No More Enemies."

We Are Not Climbing The Mountain, We Are Already There!

The truth that has been declared since Jesus declared to us it is finished cannot be added to as it has been within us all along. The following is an excerpt from Part 55. Consumed By His Glory! Of which one of our readers kindly reminded me for a very different reason, which I think is very applicable right now. This is the paragraph.

"We must keep in mind that the tabernacle plan was a type or analogy of His true tabernacle 'MAN' & so when He entered into the interior beyond the curtain or beyond the veil or into heaven itself; - if we are able to receive it - He entered into the true spiritual part of man as he is the true tabernacle of God. The delusive veil or curtain has been in the flesh man all along & since the glorification of Christ the veil has been rent & in truth this has been revealing the delusion. The secret place of the Most High is in God's true temple MAN. Heaven is wherever God is dwelling & man in his true Christ identity is the one God indwelling & sharing Himself with us; he man is the corporate many member-d body of Christ. Let us not dismiss ourselves too lightly & sell ourselves short when realising that it is God within you who is fulfilling His own good will & pleasure & is raising up the Christ man within to realise that he is a partaker of the Father's divinity & glory in the fullness of Christ."

This Is Another Excerpt From John G. Lake!

"All power is given unto Me in heaven and in earth" Mt 28:18. "GO YE, therefore." Some years ago a Roman Catholic priest said: "Christ was born that other christ's might be born." Gods intention was not that Jesus Christ was to be a lonely Son of God forever, but that Jesus Christ, ministering in the Spirit of God to the sons of men, shall see of the travail of His soul, shall be satisfied, in that they too are raised to His own likeness and stature and glory and power and understanding, and they too become the sons of God."

The Answer Is Already Within!

Ralph Knowles, September. 2014.

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.

www.rwknowles.com

If we have been prone to human error in this article it is not purposely, & I trust that a little kindness would allow for any fault & that we will consider & imbibe the better or spiritual part of that which is presented & intended. RWK.